T4710 THREE BLIND MICE (USA, 9/30/2001) [TV]
(Other titles: Ed McBain’s Three blind mice)

Credits: director, Christopher Leitch; writers, Anne Gerard, Adam Greenman; story, Ed McBain.
Cast: Brian Dennehy, Debrah Farentino, Rosalind Chao, John Doman.
Summary: Mystery set in contemporary Florida. The city of Calusa on the west coast of Florida was once a wealthy and exclusive town, but streams of immigrants over the last fifteen years have changed the place. Still it is a shock when Jessica Leeds (Farentino), wife of a prestigious landowner, is raped. The police investigation leads to the arrest of three recent immigrants, all Vietnamese. But surprisingly, the ensuing trial results in their acquittal. Jessica’s husband Stephen (Doman) publicly threatens to take justice into his own hands, and when the three Vietnamese are subsequently found murdered and mutilated, Stephen is arrested. Jessica turns for help to lawyer Matthew Hope (Dennehy), a friend of her husband since they served together in Vietnam and Stephen saved Matthew’s life. However, when it is discovered that Stephen was responsible for the systematic execution of an entire village during the war, even Matthew begins to doubt his innocence.

No known reviews.
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